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Where are the
ecosystems in community
adaptation?
• In field programs
• In technical approaches to secure
ecosystem services
• In policy & governance
• In educating resource managers,
policymakers, national and
international institutions
• In raising awareness globally
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Policy: Environmental Flows for Adaptation
• E flows is a water allocation mechanism
• Example: Pangani Basin, Tanzania
–

water scarcity

• Flows assessment provides new knowledge:
– environmental allocation to sustain
ecosystem services
– social and economic trade-offs
• Water governance reform
– adaptive institutions at local to basin
level
–

empowerment: building allocation
consensus and coordination

• Community priorities incorporated into water
management and adaptation
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• E-flows is not just flows
• water for ecosystems
• water for development
• institutions and empowerment for
adaptation
•

exposure

• allocation within limits
• ecosystem services reducing
vulnerability
•

sensitivity

• water for development, sustainably
•

adaptive capacity

• knowledge, institutions,
empowerment and adaptive
management
INTERNATIONAL UNION FOR CONSERVATION OF NATURE
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Securing ecosystem services
1.

Creating coastal resilience through
ecosystem restoration (Indonesia)

> 2000 ha restored: increased storm
protection; decreased erosion and saline
intrusion; sustained provisioning of
wetland goods

2.

Safeguarding (and restoring) the
regulatory services provided by highaltitude wetlands (China, India)

Peatland hydrology restored, integrated
wetland management plans developed:
Reduced floods and droughts for millions
downstream; wetlands functioning
recognised in government planning

3. Increasing water retention capacity
Wular, India: Water retention capacity decreased by 25%;
increased water flow variability due to climate change
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Linking forest
•Madagascar:
Secure water supplies
•and
Reduce
agricultural erosion management
watershed
• Riparian forest corridors reduce
flooding impacts and pollutants

•
•
•

Forest replanting, carbon
sequestration
Local self-determination
Ecotourism

Cambodia: Fisheries & Fish Sanctuaries

•
•
•
•
•

Fisheries conserved
Fibers and fuel wood secured
Hydropower generation extended
Genetic materials conserved
Resilience of water sources enhanced
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Reef resilience and livelihoods in
SE Asia in the face of climate change
Meeting dual goals in Kimbe Bay, Papua New
Guinea:

 Achieving ecosystem resilience by understanding physical and biological
processes and adapting design and management
 Achieving socio-economic goals by maximizing benefits and involving
local communities in adaptation action

Ecosystem services in Wakatobi
Islands

Household dependency
on ecosystem services
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Adaptation responses involving climate
modelling and community action
1. Engage communities, employ
local knowledge and capacity
to act.
2. Maintain healthy reefs
through effective
stewardship and
management
2. Incorporate approaches into
development and adaptation
planning, and regulatory
mechanisms
Western Tarobi Community Conserved
Marine Protected Area

Connecting resource managers

http://AdaptationPortal.org
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http://AdaptationPortal.org

Document/Media Library
•Search for items
•Download documents
•Upload your own stuff

Forums
•Ask Questions
•Moderate a forum

Connect with others
•Search for Experts
•Contact others members
•Form working groups

Collaboration Spaces
•Work as groups
•Secure your work

Raising awareness about adaptation

http://ClimatePrep.org
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The vision in
envisioning
• Not a coincidence: water links
ecosystems with livelihoods, cities,
energy, and agriculture
• Holistic approaches: most
ecosystems are linked to
communities; ecosystems and
communities are mutually
necessary
• Sustainability requires integrated
land and water management,
communications, sound policy,
and stakeholder engagement

COP15 ... and beyond
• Language matters. Existing adaptation
language tends to treat ecosystems and
water as “sectors” rather than “themes” with
special challenges
• Process. NAPAs and vulnerability
assessment language do not fully recognize
the importance of adaptation as ongoing and
focused on institutions and capacity building
• Shared resources. Stakeholders matter,
even across borders.
• How do we go from practical action to global
policy and the UNFCCC negotiations?
• What global institutions can facilitate
effective adaptation across scales?
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Hannah Campbell — h.campbell@conservation.or
John Matthews — john.mattews@wwfus.org
Trevor Sandwith — tsandwith@tnc.org
Mark Smith — mark.smith@iucn.org
Pieter Van Eijk — pieter.vaneijk@wetlands.org

thanks
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